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M E M O R A N D U M 
 
 
TO: NFPA Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based Fire 

Protection Systems 
 
FROM: Joanne Goyette 
 
DATE: March 16, 2011 
 
SUBJECT: NFPA 13 ROP TC Circulation Ballot (A2012) 
 
 
The March 15, 2011 date for receipt of the NFPA 13 ROP letter ballot has passed. 
 
The preliminary ROP ballot results are as follows: 
 
28  Members Eligible to Vote  
  5  Not Returned (R. Bonds, A. Braga, J. Harper, A. Laguna, and G. Laverick) 
 
In accordance with the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects, attached are reasons for 
negative votes for review so you may change your ballot if you wish.  Abstentions and affirmative 
comments are also included.  Ballots received from alternate members are not included unless the 
ballot from the principal member was not received.   
 
If you wish to change your vote, the change must be received at NFPA on or before Tuesday, 
March 22, 2011.  Members who have not returned a ballot may do so now. Such changes should be 
sent to Joanne Goyette via either e-mail to jgoyette@nfpa.org or via fax to 617-984-7110.  You may 
also mail your ballot to the attention of Joanne Goyette at NFPA, 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 
02169.  
 
The return of ballots is required by the Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
 
Attachment:  

Circulation Explanation Report 
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13-52 3.11.3 and A.3.11.3 (Log # CP101 )

Affirmative with Comment

Kirschner, K. The word COMBINATION is problematic. Therefore suggest A.3.11.3 A sway brace assembly
could include adjacent lateral and longitudinal braces.

13-312 9.1.1.2 (Log # 104 )

Affirmative with Comment

Bachman, R. I am sympathetic with the proposer and hope he brings a revised proposal to the meeting in
September.

13-314 9.1.1.4.1 (Log # 105 )

Affirmative with Comment

Bachman, R. See my Comment on Affirmative on Proposal 13-312  (Log #104).

13-318 Table 9.1.1.6.1(b) (Log # 17 )

Affirmative with Comment

Bachman, R. I am sympathetic with the proposer and believe we should provide some guidance in NFPA-13
on this subject.

13-320 9.1.1.6.5 (Log # 107 )

Affirmative with Comment

Bachman, R. See my Comment on Affirmative on Proposal 13-312  (Log #104).

13-324 9.1.2.2 (Log # 109 )

Affirmative with Comment

Bachman, R. See my Comment on Affirmative on Proposal 13-312  (Log #104).

13-330 9.2.6 (Log # 523 )

Negative

Valentine, V. This Committee is the one that holds the expertise on supporting water-based piping systems for
fire protection.  Although pipe stand use is minimal with NFPA 13 systems, they are still used.  In addition, the
information in NFPA 13 is referenced by many other water-based fire protection systems, some of which more
regularly rely on pipe stands.  Where the standard does not provide specific guidance it will be sought from
other locations, such as the requirements in NFPA 15.  This Committee should review that information to see
if it is appropriate and considers all of the necessary components.  One example that needs to be addressed is
NFPA 15 referencing NFPA 13 for earthquake protection, but there is no mention of even the considerations
necessary for a pipe stand when in an earthquake area.  Pipe stands need to be reviewed.

13-337 9.3.4.10 (Log # 442 )

Negative
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Deutsch, J. With respect to section 9.3.4 and the existing 9 sub sections it seems clear that sprinkler pipe is not
intended to be up tight to something substantially solid or strong such that it could break the pipe in a seismic
event. Section 9.3.4.5 allows for an omission of clearance but only when flexible couplings are on either side
of the penetration. These couplings are to let the pipe which is held tight in the penetration move without
breaking. It appears that this proposal would not require flexible couplings on either side of a penetration. By
accepting this proposal, every penetration would not need clearance or couplings, every penetration would
simply be considered to be providing support. An example would be pipe tight below composite wood joist
which has to penetrate through a hole in a GLB or WF beam. Currently the penetration would need clearance
or couplings but if this proposal is accepted then the hole would only need to be large enough for the pipe, the
hangers on either side of the penetration would be eliminated as the penetration would be used for support. It is
not good practice to eliminate clearance, couplings and hangers just to reduce the size of a penetration. If this
is accepted, then every penetration will simply be considered to be providing support and clearance, couplings
and hangers will not be provided. As written this proposal would be applicable to any penetration in a
structural member and while this proposal may be appropriate in some situations like a parking garage, it is not
appropriate for all situations.

Affirmative with Comment

Bachman, R. I am in agreement with the proposed change. However, I am requested an additional change to
Section 9.3.4. I request that the following additional sentence be added to subsection 9.3.4.10 or be added as
new subsection 9.3.4.11 that reads "A clearance of at least 2 in (50 mm) in all directions shall be provided
between structural members and hard piped sprinkler risers, drops and heads". As I discussed with the hanging
and bracing committee at our February meeting, interaction between these items is a major source of failure
during earthquakes. I believe this may already be required by Section 9.3.4.9 but is not clear. This addition will
make the clearance requirement abundantly clear.

13-339 9.3.5.1.4 (New) (Log # 67 )

Negative

Tauby, J. The drain pipe needs to be braced as per ASCE 7-10 section 13.6.8. Just because the drain pipe is
not a critical component of the system, does not mean it should not be braced. The building code requires pipe
bracing, not based on critical usage, but on safety. One of the purposes of pipe bracing is to protect humans in
the building from falling pipes during/after the earthquake. Section 13.6.8 of ASCE 7-10 does not exempt
drain lines from bracing. All exceptions are based on the size of the pipe and which Seismic Design Category
applies to the structure. By exempting drain lines, we would be in violation of the building code.

13-340 9.3.5.2 (Log # 131 )

Negative

Kirschner, K. TESTED FOR LISTING AT MAXIMUM ECCENTRICITY will provide a uniform basis of
comparison.
This is not specific listing criteria, as a products ability will vary unique to their design.
It is important for the standard to include wording that reduces misapplication.
Sway bracing is dynamic in practice, including many variables. This proposal documented many
inconsistencies in product engineering sheets. The committee should discuss revised wording to address this
documented problem.

13-342 9.3.5.3.1 (Log # 443 )

Negative

Tauby, J. See my Explanation of Negative on Proposal 13-339  (Log #67).
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Affirmative with Comment

Bachman, R. I am in agreement with the proposed change. However, I am requesting an additional change to
Section 9.3.5.1. I request that the following additional sentence be added to the end of subsection 9.3.4.10 that
reads "However, all branch lines are required to be laterally restrained in accordance with Section 9.3.6.4
regardless of diameter".  As I discussed with the hanging and bracing committee at our February meeting,  I
believe this is already required by Section 9.3.6.4 however I am finding that sprinkler system installers are
interpreting Section 9.5.3.1 to mean that lateral restraints are not required for branch lines less than 21/2 inches

in diameter. This addition will make the lateral restraint requirement abundantly clear.

Valentine, V. The Committee statement is tied to 13-339 (Log #67).

13-344 Table 9.3.5.3.2(d) and (e) (Log # 113 )

Negative

Bachman, R. The table emailed to us by NFPA-13 staff after the meeting provided adequate and sufficient
justification to support the proposal. Therefore, I no longer support the committee action and believe the
proposal should be approved.

13-351 9.3.5.6.4 and 9.3.5.6.4.1 (Log # 205 )

Affirmative with Comment

Valentine, V. The formula should have subscripts for the second letter of each of the first three variables.  The
proper symbol should also be put in for "less than or equal to".

13-354 9.3.5.9.1.1 (Log # 444 )

Negative

Valentine, V. There are instances where the horizontal load imposed by an earthquake could overturn thin
structural members, especially when they are connected to the bottom of a beam.  Additional consideration
should be given to this item.

13-358 9.3.6.1(6) (New) (Log # 68 )

Negative

Kirschner, K. NOT ALL CPVC hangers with two points of attachment are listed for restraint.
Many CPVC are listed for restraint and they should be used.
Comparison to U-Hooks is irrelevant. U-Hooks are vastly superior do to their leg angularity and material mass.
Why over reach to provide expediency to contractors when no product problem exists?

13-360 9.3.7.8 (New) and A.9.1.3 (Log # 511 )

Negative

Bachman, R. I am of the opinion that the requested proposal is justified and consistent with current building
code requirements. I therefore do no support the committee action.

Deutsch, J. This is already a requirement being enforced in many building codes. By rejecting this proposal
we are just sticking our heads in the ground and hoping it will go away.
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Valentine, V. This requirement is needed in NFPA 13 because it is required by the building codes, which
supersedes NFPA 13.  Section 1912 of the 2009 IBC states, "...this section shall govern the strength design of
anchors installed in concrete for purposes of transmitting structural loads from one connected element to the
other..."  The load of the sprinkler system is a structural load, but the user is brought to this section where
earthquake loads are involved.  This section goes on to refer the user to ACI 318, Appendix D which in turn
brings the user to ACI 355.2.  The prequalification of all post-installed anchors is required in earthquake areas.
Currently, NFPA 13 addresses this for use of concrete anchors in sway brace assemblies.  However, the
information should also be provided to the user for hangers where the system is subject to seismic forces.  It
should be noted that Section 1912 applies across the board for domestic water systems and other building
systems.

13-361 9.3.8 (Log # 445 )

Negative

Valentine, V. This is a pointer so that the user, when looking for earthquake requirements, can clearly note that
there are a couple of sections that handle minimum pipe sizes when revamping a system in an area subject to
earthquake forces.  There are instances where an older section of an existing building may be brought up to
current seismic protection standards.  The minimum pipe sizes needs to be considered as part of that retrofit.

13-556 A.9.3.4 (Log # 522 )

Negative

Deutsch, J. The requirement for over sized holes is not a part of NFPA 13 and does not belong in NFPA 13. I
feel that the requirement should not even exist in other standards. When the sheering of sprinklers has
occurred, it has not been clear as to what type of sway bracing (if any) was installed or if the ceiling was
installed to ASTM C635, C636. I am not aware of any damage of sprinklers in which the sprinkler system has
been sway braced and restrained in conformance with current NFPA standards the ceiling has been installed in
ceilings conforming to current standards. When sheering has occurred it is not even clear as to what type of
sprinkler was sheered recessed or pendent sprinkler on a 2 piece escutcheon.  A pipe supplying a pendent head
which penetrates a frangible suspended ceiling tile does not require clearance as per section 9.3.4.4. Why
should ALL sprinklers without flexible hose fittings be required to have an oversized hole?

13-557 A.9.3.5 (Log # 137 )

Negative

Kirschner, K. Descriptive text is valuable to AHJ's to enhance their Q.C. efforts.
We have a Q.C. text for hangers at A.9.2
It is logical for AHJ's to request a similar Q.C. text for sway braces.
This T.C. should honor their request.

13-558 Figure A.9.3.5.6(a) through Figure A.9.3.5.6(d) (Log # CP106 )

Affirmative with Comment

Valentine, V. Figure A.9.3.5.6(b) has three arrows from "lateral brace" the top two should be removed as one
points to a longitudinal brace and the other points to nothing.
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